Annual Report
A School Year in Review

2020-2021

Strategic Plan 2021-2026
Priority Areas

Our Mission

Our Values

At the American International

Respect

School Vienna, we empower

We will be kind, considerate,

each student with the skills and

inclusive, and thoughtful in our

character strengths necessary

interactions with others and the

to be positively impactful global

environment.

citizens who strive for personal
growth and excellence in an

Aspire

ever-changing world.

We will pursue our passions,
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Teaching & Learning

Character & Community

Facilities

Finance

Empowering students
to strive for personal
growth and excellence.

Cultivating ethical,
purposeful and balanced
citizens of a diverse
community.

Creating spaces to
support innovative
learning.

Stewarding resources
to support current and
future students.

Environmental Ethics & Sustainability
The AIS Vienna community is committed to developing an
environmentally friendly school by raising environmental
awareness, making environmentally friendly decisions, including
environmental action and education in our daily routine, and
supporting the environmental policies of Austria.

Key Facts

imagine possibilities, and make

Our Vision

them real.
Achieve

A community of innovative

We will apply ourselves to the

learners realizing their chosen

best of our ability with effort

futures with courage, curiosity,

and ingenuity, and strive for

and joy.

personal growth.

STUDENTS

797

NATIONALITIES

65

LANGUAGES SPOKEN AMONG STUDENTS

42

CLASS OF 2021
COLLEGE
ACCEPTANCE
RATE
STUDENT LAPTOPS & IPADS

894

FAMILIES

505

100%

61
ALUMNI NETWORK MEMBERS 13,676
2
CAMPUS AREA 45,000 m
TOTAL EMPLOYEES 183
YEARS IN EXISTENCE

SPORTING
EVENTS

74

ARTS
EVENTS

14

*All data as of June 2021
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A Letter From the Director
The 2020-2021 school year was

the beginning of the school year,

members. Through the support

a year of transitions, long-term

over 12 weeks, I held meetings with

of the Senior Leadership Team,

strategic development, and once

parents from every grade level. More

our educational staff, the Auditing

again the challenges posed by the

than 150 parents participated in

Committee, and the Executive

global pandemic.

these meetings, sharing feedback,

Board, and thanks to some generous

and engaging in rich discussions

members of the AIS Vienna

The AIS Vienna community took on

specific to grade levels. Engaging

community and the AIS Foundation,

the many challenges of COVID-19

in these discussions and hearing

AIS Vienna collected more than

with transparency, honesty, and

feedback helped me to learn about

€225k in gifts in the 2020-2021

tremendous effort. School shifted

what is important to AIS Vienna

school year! These gifts will be used

A Letter From the Executive Board

between in-person, Distance, and

parents, and later to inform our

to help underwrite the furnishing

Hybrid Learning throughout the

AIS Vienna Strategic Plan priorities

and outfitting of the Elementary

year, and strong and consistent

(Teaching & Learning, Character &

School Science & Innovation Lab

The American International School Vienna has a long-

community, empowered by the deep care for our

communication was key in keeping

Community, Facilities, Finance).

during the summer of 2021.

standing and rich heritage of achievement, success,

students. Thank you to each person who gave of

the community connected. School

and lasting connection. We were founded on the belief

their time, talents and expertise to AIS Vienna and

leaders and members of the

At the Spring General Assembly

I’d like to share a heartfelt thank

of the value of an American style holistic program and

this important project, which identified the priorities

Emergency Response Team learned

the AIS Vienna Strategic Planning

you to our parents and community

61 years later, we focus on continuously improving. We

for 2021-2026: Teaching & Learning, Character &

quickly how to employ changing

Steering Committee presented our

members for their ongoing trust,

are always looking for ways to thoughtfully pursue new

Community, Facilities, Finance.

protocols and safeguards, which

new Strategic Plan 2021-2026. The

support and patience as AIS Vienna

at first we hoped would keep

AIS Vienna Strategic Plan 2021-

worked through the changing,

This year, AIS Vienna and the Executive Board have

The Board is excited to have welcomed Dr. Miner to AIS

the school open but later proved

2026, along with our new AIS Vienna

shifting local requirements and

taken giant leaps forward in our journey to excellence

Vienna and appreciates the excellent achievements of

essential in our reopening after

Missions, Vision, and Core Values,

managed the impact of COVID-19 on

and we are proud of our new School Director, Dr. Kathy

her first year. It was a challenging introduction to Vienna,

the extended lockdown during the

has helped us to become a mission

our campus. Our success this year

Miner, and our new five-year Strategic Plan.

and Dr. Miner’s strong leadership and focus on health

winter months.

driven school in action, where all

in large part was due to the strength

programs are in alignment with

of our collective community to work
together on behalf of our students.

ideas and new ways to be the best version of ourselves.

and safety as she navigated the constantly evolving
One of the most important duties of the school’s

pandemic requirements, as well as the traumatic terrorist

Academic achievements were strong

these new guiding statements. An

Executive Board and school leadership is to ensure that

shooting, were essential to student achievement as

throughout the school, despite the

excellent school is continuously

long-range planning continues in a seamless process to

well as the community’s social and emotional wellness.

challenges posed by Hybrid and

improving and we are always looking

My first year as Director at AIS

ensure that our collective aspirations for the AIS Vienna

In addition to her leadership throughout the strategic

Distance Learning. IB scores remain

for ways to thoughtfully pursue

Vienna has been incredible. It’s

community are realized and we provide for the long-

planning process, Dr. Miner guided the development

at a five-year high, and Measures

new ideas, new possibilities and

amazing how much we’ve been

term financial and academic success and sustainability

of a new technology vision and prioritized community

of Academic Progress (MAP) scores

new ways to be the best version of

able to accomplish this school

of the school for generations of students to come.

engagement and advancement programs.

show that our student-centered,

ourselves.

year, especially given the many

inquiry-based approach to learning

restrictions. From virtual concerts,

The strategic planning process was intensive and

Building around our core values — Respect-Aspire-

is empowering students to learn with

An outstanding school not only

plays, and assemblies that took

inclusive through gathering nearly 700 community

Achieve — as we look to the future of AIS Vienna, we

courage, curiosity and joy. University

continually improves educational

place during lockdowns, to

surveys, hosting 120 listening sessions and many

empower each student with the skills and character

acceptances for the Class of 2021

programs and practices, but also

reimagined on-campus school and

virtual workshops. The steering group gathered and

strengths necessary to be positively impactful global

were also excellent, where students

reinvests in its facility to renew

athletics experiences, we are so

analyzed the collective hopes and dreams of our entire

citizens who strive for personal growth and excellence in

ultimately showed their ability to

and repurpose space and improve

proud of the learning that has taken

community, including concerns, critiques, ambitions

an ever-changing world. For our students, we envision a

adapt during another challenging

access to technology to maximize

place this school year.

and aspirations for our AIS Vienna students. With the

community of innovative learners realizing their chosen

school year.

student learning. We were fortunate

commitment of our parents, High School students,

futures with courage, curiosity and joy.

to begin the school year with a

Kathy Miner, DEd
Director

In my first year at AIS Vienna, I was

brand new Elementary School

Board, and Administration leadership, the strategic

Alison Shorter-Lawrence

welcomed with open arms by this

Science & Innovation Lab due to

planning process tapped into our diverse, thoughtful

Executive Board Chair

wonderful, resilient community. At

generous donations from community

teachers, non-teaching staff, Parent Teacher Forum
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Facilities Report

As part of a larger Technology Vision

parking lots were rebuilt over

by multiple degrees in the summer

One of the most important ways

Thanks to our generous community

innovative solutions for the problems

and plan, 18 new smart LCD boards

summer 2021, and we are pleased

months.

we support student success is by

members who donated more than

facing the world today.

were installed in the High School;

to announce that they now include

tailoring the school environment to

€225,000 in the last academic year,

progress that required significant

electricity for future e-cars. As

The hard work of our Facilities

best suit learning and growth. The

Elementary School students are

Grades 3, 4, 7, and 8 all received

infrastructure improvements.

part of our overall rethinking of our

Team is all part of our standing

AIS Vienna Facilities Team makes

now learning in the newly renovated

full or partial renovations, and the

campus ventilation and cooling,

commitment to upgrading,

use of the summer months to put

Elementary School Science &

classrooms are now modern and

We take our commitment to

a new outdoor green space has

modernizing, and improving the

our ambitious plans into action, and

Innovation Lab. The new space is

adaptable spaces that enable

environmental sustainability

been created outside the High

spaces our learners inhabit. We

the 2021-2022 school year began

imaginative and adaptive, and AISV’s

teachers to tailor the space to

seriously, as demonstrated in

School Counseling Office. This

hope you enjoy the improvements as

with a number of changes and

young global citizens will utilize

meet student needs and learning

the decisions we make regarding

cooling solution absorbs sunlight

much as we do!

improvements to our campus.

the tools they learn here to design

objectives.

facilities improvements. Two campus

and naturally cools the inside space

06
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Technology Report

and began teaching lessons during

real world experiences that require

for PowerSchool Learning (PSL)

Library classes in the Elementary

collaboration and continue the

the school decided to shift our

The 2020-2021 school year required

Teachers were also provided 1080P

all technology decisions moving

and Middle School. The Scope and

development of our STEM oriented

Middle School and High School

adaptability from all members of the

HD webcams and headsets to

forward. As part of this process, our

Sequence provides our learners

learning. Additionally, the school

Learning Management System to

AIS Vienna community as we faced

allow for seamless communication

goal is to develop in our learners

with the skills necessary to learn

continued to adopt software that

Schoology for the 2021-2022 school

the many challenges of learning in

during virtual classes. Additionally,

the informed use of tools and

online, while the digital citizenship

promotes student agency by

year. The team was busy working

a COVID influenced environment

the school adopted Google Meet

applications for productivity and

curriculum provides them with the

providing our learners with choice in

with Schoology to manage the

where we shifted from in-person

and Zoom as online platforms

creativity. This is coupled with

dispositions needed to be ethical

how they demonstrate their learning.

transition and import our data from

to Distance Learning to Hybrid

where virtual classes could be held

facilitating problem solving and

users of technology.

A few examples include the Adobe

PSL to ensure a smooth transition

Learning. As a result, the Technology

synchronously for Distance and

enhancing both the processes and

Suite, SketchUp, Google Workspace,

with no disruption to learning.

Department implemented a

Hybrid Learning.

rewards of critical thinking in all

From a curriculum standpoint,

Kognity, Socrative, and WeVideo.

Finally, recognizing the need to

learning opportunities. As part of the

the school continued to develop

software, and hardware to support

The Teaching, Learning and

new Vision and Philosophy the team

technology specific courses through

The Technology Department also

that empowers teachers and

our learners and to ensure they

Technology Team met throughout

also adopted the ISTE (International

the continued adoption of the

continued to evaluate existing

learners, the school purchased and

receive the same high quality

the year to continue the

Standards for Technology in

Arduino platform in the High School.

hardware and software as we look to

installed new LCD screens in most

learning experience in any learning

advancement of the ethical, safe

Education) student standards as

Arduino is now the cornerstone of

the future of learning at the school.

High School classrooms for the

environment. The Technology

and balanced use of technology

the technology standards at AISV.

the Technology Explorations and

The school will evaluate the use of

upcoming school year. These boards

Department added several new

for learning in the school. The

Additionally, the team worked on

Computer Science and Programming

Apple MacBooks during the 2020-21

integrate with the new MacBooks

upgrades to promote continuity

team consisted of the IT Director,

developing a Technology Skills

courses in our High School. In the

school year after the successful use

teachers will be using, and allow

of learning including an upgrade

Director of Teaching & Learning, MS

Scope and Sequence that will

Middle School tech courses, our

of iPads in the Elementary School.

both teachers and students to

in bandwidth from 200 MBPS to

Principal, HS Dean of Curriculum,

provide vertical alignment in the

learners are using the Micro:bit

For 2021-22 all HS teachers will be

connect wirelessly to share learning

1000 MBPS, increased density for

Librarians and Technology

curriculum to ensure learners have

platform and Makey Makey for

issued a MacBook and the school

seamlessly. Additionally, access

classroom access points to facilitate

Integrators. The team continued

the technology skills required to

Design Thinking. These circuit

will continue to test its application

to apps built directly into the

HD streaming and an upgraded

work on the draft version of an

be effective learners. Finally, the

based programming platforms allow

in classroom use. Additionally, with

boards allow teachers more diverse

firewall appliance on campus to

updated Tech Vision and Philosophy

team adopted the Common Sense

our students to problem solve and

PowerSchool announcing that they

opportunities to demonstrate

improve web filtering and security.

that will provide the framework for

Media Digital Citizenship Curriculum

critically think through hands-on

are discontinuing development

learning.

number of additional resources,
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course of study that offers pupils a
diploma recognized by the vast majority

IB DIPLOMA CANDIDATES

of universities throughout the world,
and which prepares them for the rigors
of higher-level education. Individual

AVERAGE IB DIPLOMA SCORE

subject examinations are graded on a

DIPLOMA PASS RATE

scale from 7 to 1 (7 being the highest and

were thrilled to celebrate 44 years of
being an IB World School. AIS Vienna has
been an IB World School since 1977, just
nine years after the IB Diploma Program
began. We were the 72nd IB school to

We provide educational excellence through

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

237

232

235

224

226

217

215

210

Grade 3

208

Grade 3

Grade 8

effective and collaborative teaching and

We place current and future students at the
center of our decision-making.

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

231

218

226

212

208

210

201

195

empowers all stakeholders in the community.

197

promotes optimal performance and

187

sustainable finances, and a culture that

211

effective governance, active communication,

222

learning, appropriate facilities, stable and

Grade 8

(NWEA) MAP tests. These provide detailed,
actionable data about where each child is on
their unique learning path. The tests show
achievements in core subjects and compare
them to “International School Norms”*.
10

Grade 3

Grade 4

210

201

210
195

8 take the Northwest Evaluation Association

197

Twice a year, students in Grades 3 through

188

Assessment Results

LANGUAGE USAGE

Measures of Academic Progress (MAP)
All MAP data are from
tests administered in the
fall of 2020 as we were
unable to hold MAP tests
during the spring of 2021
due to the world health
situation.

Grade 5

International School Average

AIS Vienna Average

*The International School Norms are taken from 8,000 to 12,000 students from international schools around the world.

designed to achieve these curriculum goals.

schools worldwide. We are one of the

201

long learning. The program is specifically

197

effective and enjoyable education and life-

192

and viable curriculum sets the basis for

MATHEMATICS

At AIS Vienna, we believe that a guaranteed

READING

Student Achievement

be authorized, now out of almost 5,000

Annual Report

2021

35

37
31
2020
World Average

30

AVERAGE IB DIPLOMA
GRADES AWARDED

During the 2020-2021 school year, we

33

cumulative diploma score of 45.

37

1 the lowest), with a maximum possible

2019

51
37
100%
34

(IB) Diploma Programme, a demanding

30

follow the International Baccalaureate

2021 Summary
of IB Results

34

The majority of our High School students

30

International Baccalaureate (IB)

2018
2017
AIS Vienna Average

most experienced IB schools in our
region (Africa, Europe, and the Middle
East) and the single most experienced IB
school in Austria.
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Teacher Facts & Figures
FACTS & FIGURES ABOUT THE
PEOPLE WHO MAKE AISV SPECIAL
We pride ourselves on the

Higher Education Placements
Awarded to the Class of 2021

quality of our teaching.
We celebrate every one of
our internationally diverse
teachers. They are fully
committed to upholding

Congratulations to the Class of 2021!

our core values - respect,
aspire, and achieve - which

As of September 2021, our students had been accepted to the following universities. The number following the
university indicates the number of students accepted (if greater than one).

are directly linked to student
learning at AIS Vienna.

Faculty Members
Countries Represented
Teachers with More Than 20
years of experience
Student-Teacher Ratio

102
14
45
8:1

The students from the Class of 2021 received 183 acceptances at 109 institutions in 10 countries.
Austria

University of Munich

IMC University of Applied
Sciences Krems

Macromedia University of
Applied Sciences

Paracelsus Medical
University Salzburg

TU Munich

Sigmund Freud University
(3)
Technical University TU
Vienna

Technische Universität
Darmstadt

Wirtschaftsuniversität
WU Vienna University of
Economics and Business

Netherlands

Laurentian University
Queen’s University
University of British
Columbia (2)
University of Toronto (3)

Kansas State Polytechnic

University of Birmingham (3) Kennesaw State University

Switzerland
Les Roches

United Kingdom

European School of
Economics - Florence

Bishop’s University

IE University - Madrid (2)

Italy

Webster Vienna Private
University

Canada

Iowa State University

University of Bath (6)

Universität St. Gallen

Bocconi University (2)

University of Forestry

University of Aberdeen (3)

Ulm University

The University of Vienna

Bulgaria

Adminsitracion y Direccion
de Empresas ESADE

Anglia Ruskin University
Cass Business School, City
University, London
City University of London
(4)

Amsterdam University of
Applied Sciences

Durham University (4)

Eindhoven University of
Technology

Imperial College London (4)

Erasmus University College
Hanze University of Applied
Sciences, Groningen
Maastricht University (3)
Tilburg University
University College
Maastricht

Hull York Medical School
Istituto Marangoni, London
King’s College London (8)
KLC School of Design
Lancaster University
London Metropolitan
University

Jacobs University
Ludwig Maximilian
12

Amsterdam
Spain

Escuela Superior de

Pepperdine University

University of Cambridge

Santa Clara University

University of East Anglia

Texas A&M University

University of Edinburgh (2)

The Ohio State University

University of Exeter (2)

Trinity College Dublin Columbia University Dual BA
Program

University of Glasgow (2)
University of Greenwich
University of Kent
University of Leeds

University College London
(3)
University for the Creative
Arts at Epsom

University of Arkansas
University of Georgia (2)

University of Illinois at
University of Manchester (6) Chicago
University of Oxford
University of Kentucky (2)
University of St. Andrews
(5)
University of Strathclyde
University of the Arts
London

University of Maryland,
College Park
University of
Massachusetts, Amherst

University of Warwick (4)

University of Pittsburgh at
Bradford

United States

University of Pittsburgh at
Johnstown

Loughborough University (7) American University

University College Roosevelt Plymouth College of Art
Queen Mary University of
University College Utrecht
Germany
London (9)
University of Amsterdam (3)
Charité –
Royal Holloway, University
Universitätsmedizin Berlin
University of Groningen
of London (7)
Christian Albrecht University Utrecht University
School of Oriental and
of Kiel
Vrije Universiteit,
African Studies
Goethe University Frankfurt
am Main

University of Bristol

Auburn University

University of PittsburghGreensburg

Barnard College

University of San Diego

Christopher Newport
University

University of San Francisco

Clemson University

University of Southern
California

College of Charleston
Fordham University
George Mason University
Indiana University
Bloomington

University of South Carolina

University of Tennessee,
Knoxville
University of Washington
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Athletics & Activities
Athletics

athletics, we did what we could

Association (CEESA); however, it was

2020-2021 was a year like no other

when we were allowed. This led us

our HS Speech and Debate team that

for athletics, as so many things did

to offering a month long Sport Skills

took center stage. Before Christmas

not take place. However, mixed into

Program where students in groups

our dedicated coaches together with

the year of in-person, Distance,

of 10 were able to practice skills

Nick DeForest set up and hosted a

and Hybrid Learning were still

outdoors, while still keeping distance

fantastic online event for the New

many athletic highlights. Under

from one another. The next loosening

European Speech, Debate and Acting

strict COVID-19 restrictions, the

of regulations allowed us to “Return

(NESDA) schools. The event included

Fall Athletic Season did start with

to Play’, where we organized

uploading hundreds of hours of

tryouts, practices, and even some

opportunities for students to play

recorded footage of students’ work

local games. It was not until late

games of the sports they love.

but also live debates for the schools
that spanned from Belgium to Egypt.

October that we were all forced to

Related Arts
Theater Arts at AIS Vienna continue

our Elementary School students,

A number of our students also had

to be a sensation. Our major

seasonal instrumental concerts

the privilege of being accepted to

theatrical productions in 2020-2021

in Middle and High School, and

perform at Association for Music

included the HS Fall Play, 100, and

Middle and High School Choir

in International Schools (AMIS)

two versions of the radio broadcast,

performances.

festivals for Honor Musicians.

The War of the Worlds, performed
by our Middle School actors.

These concerts typically happen
Unfortunately, due to the world

around the world during the second

health situation, we were unable

half of the school year, however

In addition to showcasing student

to hold some of our regularly

many took place virtually or did

art all over the AIS Vienna campus

scheduled performing arts events in

not take place at all due to travel

throughout the school year, we also

person over the course of the school

restrictions. Congratulations to our

held several virtual art exhibits,

year. We did, however, find many

young musicians none-the-less, for

including our IBDP Visual Art

new and creative ways to virtually

auditioning and putting the time in to

Exhibition, where a variety of pieces

showcase student performances

prepare.

were shared virtually with our entire

and artwork, including some very

school community.

creative videos made during

Many of the virtual performances

distance learning showing students,

that took place during 2020-2021

AIS Vienna musicians dazzled

parents, and alumni performing

can be found on our AIS Vienna

audiences with a series of

individually in the virtual world, yet

YouTube Channel:

instrumental and choral concerts,

staying connected.

youtube.com/aisvienna.

our homes and the athletic season

Finally, looking forward to a normal

Our team then was a participant

was curtailed and international

year, AIS Vienna again became

in the second NESDA tournament

competitions were canceled.

the first international school to do

of the school year hosted by Cairo

something new as we partnered with

American College.

While at home, some students

American company Hudl to install

remained busy athletically by taking

two automatic cameras so all of the

After School Activities (ASA)

part in an online athletic leadership

action in the Mike Maloy Gym and

The Elementary School ASA program

course and an international schools

on the Sports Field can be recorded

got off to a great start in the fall but

Student Athlete Leadership

and live streamed with the click of

was halted in late October, leaving

Conference organized by the Events

a button. This new system will allow

the semester on hold. In the spring,

Office’s Nick DeForest. The online

family, friends, and alumni all over

when restrictions loosened, we were

conference had over 100 schools

the world to tune in to AIS Vienna

able to restart the first semester and

register for the live and recorded

athletic competitions.

managed to finish all of the prepaid
activities before the summer break.

session with over 500 students
taking part live. AIS Vienna coaches

Activities

This was a real challenge and the

were also busy online as many of

During the 2020-2021 school year,

Events Office Team would like to

them completed enough courses

our normal activities suffered as

recognize the efforts of instructors,

that AISV was the first international

much as the athletics program,

parents, and students who were

school in the world to be put on

but like athletics there were still

all essential to the success of the

the NFHS Honor Roll (National

some things to celebrate. Our HS

program.

Federation of State High Schools).

Knowledge Bowl and our MS Speech
and Debate teams both took part in

For a full list of our activities, please

As spring came around and the

online competitions organized by the

visit: ais.at/activities/activities-clubs.

regulations were loosened for

Central & Eastern European Schools

including grade level concerts for
14
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Canada

Iceland

35
12

3

Syria

1

1

4

Libya

3

Mexico

2
1

Lebanon
Israel

Palestine

3

18

South
Korea

3

Ghana

Costa
Rica

1

1

China

Pakistan

1

24

Japan

8

Denmark

13

2
1

Kuwait

5

UAE

Ethiopia

2

Ecuador

1

Saudi
Arabia

2

Russia

5

5
2

8
1

Netherlands
United
Kingdom

Vietnam

1

1

13
3

Belgium

27
5

5

Germany

46
3

Czech
Republic

11

Ukraine
France

Paraguay

Brazil

3
1

3

10
2

Zimbabwe

Namibia

1

2

Switzerland

18
1

1

13

Austria

Luxembourg
Liechtenstein

198
34

Romania

7
3

4

Spain
Portugal

Argentina

3

3

5
1

Croatia
Slovenia

2

3
2

12
6

North
Macedonia

Italy

36
4

Serbia

Albania

5
1

South
Africa

7
1

3
8

5
3

3

Bulgaria

16
1

Turkey

9
7

Cyprus

3

Students

Faculty & Staff

At AIS Vienna we take pride

The core of excellence at AIS

Manager, and the Business

citizens, though the rest hail from

AIS Vienna Staff range in age from

in our diverse international

Vienna is our talented faculty and

Manager. There are also trained and

around the globe: from Europe,

23-65, with an average and median

community, which includes

administration. Each of the three

experienced counselors in each of

UK, Canada, Australia, the Middle

age of around 45. The average stay

students, teachers and staff of

academic divisions (Elementary,

the three divisions, resource staff,

East, Central and South America. All

of a staff member at AISV is over 10

many ethnicities, languages,

Middle and High School) is

and librarians for the Elementary and

AIS Vienna teachers are dedicated

years, which greatly enhances the

religions, and nationalities. We

headed by an experienced

Secondary schools. A full-time nurse

professionals who are committed

school’s stability and continuity.

celebrate diversity and difference

principal with a record of

practitioner oversees the school’s

to each student, providing them

throughout the year at many

excellence. In addition, the Senior

health unit.

with extraordinary and personalized

school events, from UN Day to

Leadership Team includes the

the International Food Festival,

School Director, the Director

The AIS Vienna Faculty numbers

time to their individual, ongoing

to concerts, art shows and more.

of Teaching & Learning, the

over 100 individual teachers. More

development, attending regional

All in all, 65 nationalities were

Director of Events, the Director

than 80% hold advanced degrees,

and international conferences,

included in the makeup of our

of Technology, the Director of

with six having earned doctorates.

IB training, and subject-specific

2020-2021 student body.

Admissions, the Human Resources

A substantial majority are U.S.

workshops.

Total student body: 797 students
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1

Moldova

Greece

Celebrating
Our International
Community

Number of
Faculty &
Staff

11
3

Hungary

Australia

Number of
Students

2

Poland

5
3

58

Lithuania

Ireland
India

Nigeria

3

29

9

2

279
87

Guatemala

Sweden

Iran

Tunisia

USA

Kazakhstan

Azerbaijan

care. Each faculty member devotes

Twenty-eight countries
are included in the
makeup of our 20192020 faculty and staff.

Please note: As with many international schools, AIS Vienna has a significant number of students and staff with more than one
nationality. Our community members’ origins are clearly more complex than our data can capture.
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Parent-Teacher Forum
The mission of the Parent-Teacher
Forum (PTF) is to positively impact
the lives of all AIS Vienna students,

1.

Through our Special Projects
Fund (SPF), we were able to

provide approximately €7,000 to

2.

4.
Our monthly “PTF Coffee
Among Friends’’ meetings

went virtual. In total, we hosted

families, teachers, administrators,

support the student community.

ten well-attended meetings for our

and staff. We also look to expand

The funds raised were used for the

parent community via Zoom. We

the warm embrace of the AIS

following 5 projects submitted by

included updates on PTF events

Vienna community every year to

students, teachers, and parents:

and activities, and also important

newcomers. Our wonderful AIS

1) Beautification of the AIS Vienna

school information via special guest

Vienna family extends all around

Outdoor Classroom; 2) Gardening

speakers.

the globe, and, along with its unique

Tools for the Grade 6 Service

community, is held in the highest

Learning Project, 3) Journalism

regard by thousands of alumni

Training for our Knights Chronicle

and their families everywhere. All

Newspaper Team; 4) Robotics Kits

parents, guardians, teachers, and

for our MS Math Class and Tech

able to host a Halloween Trunk O’

staff, are automatically members of

Clubs; 5) Renting an off-campus

Treat, a Thanksgiving Turkey sale,

the PTF.

venue for the HS Choir concert.

an all-school “Joys of the Season”

Projects were voted on by the AIS

Artwork Project, festive Seasonal

Our PTF Board Members and

Vienna community and all projects

Crafting, an exciting Seasonal Raffle,

Coordinators filled the 2020-2021

passed with over 50% majority.

a Virtual Bingo Night, a wonderful

school year with various events

We prioritize sustainable projects

Teacher & Staff Appreciation Day,

and activities in compliance with

that benefit the greatest number

and a Virtual “IFF” Raffle for Gourmet

the given COVID-safety measures.

of students. The PTF Green Fund

Country Baskets. These events

While it was a challenging year,

specifically supports eco-friendly

generated approx. €12,300, leaving

we were able to ensure our AIS

initiatives, such as the Boy Scout

about €4,000 after event expenses.

Vienna community members could

Legacy Project of 9th grader Tony

Parts of these raised funds will be

celebrate and enjoy some of our

Carmine, which received strong

made available for Special Projects

community activities and continue

community support under the

Funds and event expenses for the

making lasting memories. By

umbrella of our PTF SPF process of

2021-2022 school year.

creatively modifying our initiatives,

2019-2020: A tailor-made Herb &

we were able to accomplish the

Vegetable Garden that was handed

following:

over to the Elementary School in

3.

We creatively modified our
traditional events and added

some innovative new ones to be

September 2020.
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We hosted Newcomers

National Portrait Gallery, Washington

Events to help incoming

DC.

families get better acquainted
with the school and Vienna: Our
Newcomers Coffee provided

9.

We made use of our
communication channels to

the parent community via Country

6.

We continued to support the

Coordinators, Grade/Room Level

creation of social interest

Parents, “Parents of AIS Vienna”

groups for parents to connect with

Facebook Group, as well as through

gather information and network.

others who share their hobbies and

the PTF section of Scoops.

Additionally, our newcomers were

perspectives (such as Golf, Tennis,

invited to take a typical café and

German Language, Walkie Talkie,

shopping mall tour with long-time

Biking), promoted via our interactive

residents of Vienna, who shared

“Parents of AIS Vienna” Facebook

insider tips about traditional Austrian

Group.

them with the opportunity to

products and must-see places. Both
events were very well received.
We also supported new families

7.

10.

We set up a PTF Google
Drive for improved

succession planning and handover,
established a new Governance and
Training role, conducted a PTF Board

We coordinated and

Retreat, updated all PTF Board role

supported our Grade/Room

descriptions and implemented a new

Level Parents and provided helpful

recruitment and election process to

who connect families from the same

resources and tools to facilitate

facilitate community outreach and

country or region, creating that

parent-to-parent interaction and

more clarity.

feeling of home away from home.

parent-to-teacher connections, as

through our ‘Country Coordinators,’

well as assistance with any needs

The PTF success is due to the great

We were able to organize

for grade level celebrations. We

relationships we have with our AIS

three of our “PTF Out &

encouraged supply-sharing under

Vienna students, families, faculty,

About” cultural excursions for

the motto of “Reduce. Reuse.

administration, and alumni. Thank

parents. In addition to the regular

Recycle.”. We offered volunteer

you all for your support of the PTF.

day-time events, the Out & About

support for school events such as

team introduced the “After Hour

United Nations Week.

5.

Edition” to “put the T back into PTF”
and facilitate connections between
parents, faculty, and staff, who
cannot join the daytime events. This

8.

great year!
The High School Parents
Committee, a group of

parents who support the HS

year included the following tours, in

counselors to offer HS students

line with COVID-safety measures:

career exploration opportunities,

Excursion to Schloss Hof, The Art of

organized a workplace visit to IKEA’s

Banksy Exhibition (After Hour Event),

newest building project for 10th

Virtual Tour of the Smithsonian’s

grade students.
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We are looking forward to another

Claudia Siffert
PTF Chair
Emma Conklin

Esra Gunerman

PTF Vice-Chair

PTF Vice-Chair
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Development & Advancement
The AIS Vienna community supports

offer students special enhancements

School students are exploring

a spirit of philanthropy that helps AIS

to their educational experience, AIS

engineering with additional robotics

Vienna students move on to become

Vienna relies on additional income

kits, and High School students are

true global citizens who understand

sources other than tuition.

using specialized camera and film

how far the gifts of contribution,
In 2020-2021, we received gifts

including in the new Modern Media &

creating a better world. While tuition

ranging from €50-10,000. In total,

Storytelling class. We are grateful to

is budgeted wisely, gifts allow us

more than €225,000 was raised and

all of our donors for their generous

to offer extraordinary opportunities

now Elementary School students

gifts and for their continued support

that might not be funded through

are learning in the newly renovated

of the AIS Vienna Mission and

the operating budget. In order to

ES Science & Innovation Lab, Middle

Vision.

250
Friends of
AIS Vienna

Financial Review
and a reserve increase of €1,232,150

the recent past. A Facilities Master

its financial targets for the 2020-

which goes into savings for future

Plan is currently in development

2021 school year due to prudent

IT and building improvements.

and should be finalized in the near

cost management, a higher than

Furthermore, our cash position

future. This may include significant

budgeted student enrollment, and

at period end was €12,234,326

upgrades to our campus. We are

restricted operations during the

vs. €10,006,631 at the end of

therefore delighted with having

government mandated lockdown

2019-2020. These results are in

significantly grown our reserves and

periods.

alignment with the twin objectives

will aim to structure future budgets

Matthew Leder

of maintaining a disciplined budget,

in a manner conducive to further

Round Table

According to audited figures, total

while supporting and strengthening

reserve growth, which will make the

Gabor Family (‘29 & ‘29)

actual revenue of €17,855,836

our academic and extracurricular

realization of the school’s plans and

exceeded the forecast of

program and safeguarding the long-

ambitions possible.

€17,311,944 by 3%. The positive

term financial stability of the school.

Villa
Club

1,000
Round
Table

5,000
Community
Council

10,000
1959
Society

25,000
Director’s
Trust

Leader’s
Circle

Leader’s Circle

Friends of AIS Vienna

American International School of Vienna Foundation

Albert Hannak

Anonymous

Beat Siffert

Director’s Trust
Koch Family
Community Council

Danielle Dahlstrom
Elena Popescu
Jones Family (‘20 & ‘22)
JT (‘05) & Steffi Hilliard
Kathryn Miner
Lutz Kranz
Anonymous (3)

We would like to thank all our

donations and the fact that the final

The major capital improvement in

students for their patience and hard

enrollment figure of 805 exceeded

2020-2021 was the renovation of

work during this very challenging

the budgeted enrollment target of

the ES Library. Most other projects

year! We also thank our entire

790. Expenditures were 6% lower

were postponed to Summer 2021,

faculty and administration for their

than planned, mainly due to multiple

during which time we renovated four

professionalism and dedication.

efficiency measures in building

grades’ classrooms, installed 18 new

Finally, we extend our thanks to

and purchasing and a decrease in

classroom boards and built the ES

our parents for their continued

athletics and travel activities due to

Science & Innovation Lab.

commitment to our school.

COVID-19.
The AIS Vienna Executive Board
With this performance, AIS Vienna

and Administration are cognizant of

was able to close its books for

future needs for capital expenditures

2020-2021 with a significant surplus

larger than those carried out in

20

500

Gifts from July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021

AIS Vienna managed to exceed

revenue development was driven by

equipment to support creativity,

volunteerism, and engagement go in

Hristo Mitchkovski
Executive Board Treasurer
Benjamin Kuscher
Business Manager
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Alumni Report
We had many get-togethers around the world throughout the 2020-2021 school year with alumni, faculty, and staff
members, including the Class of 71+/- in June and the Classes of the ‘80s in August (virtual). Due to the world
health situation, almost all of these gatherings took place virtually. Messages, pictures, anecdotes, and fun stories
sent in by AIS Vienna alumni attending these events were posted on the AIS Vienna Alumni Facebook page as well
as on our AIS Vienna website.

Retiring Faculty & Staff
The end of the school year is always bittersweet. In June 2021, we said farewell to seven beloved faculty and staff
members:

Ellen Levenhagen

Debra Lechner

ES Art Teacher

Director of Teaching & Learning

1 year at AIS Vienna

7 years at AIS Vienna

Rebecca Lemos

Ginny Sampson

MS Math Teacher

HS Art Teacher

8 years at AIS Vienna

10 years at AIS Vienna

AIS Vienna Channels & Networks
To keep up with the latest happenings at AIS Vienna, follow us on the channels below. (We post great stuff, trust us!)
Coco Scharrer

Connie Miller

HS Spanish Teacher

MS Reading & Writing Teacher

17 years at AIS Vienna

20 years at AIS Vienna

Fred Miller
MS PE & Health Teacher

For Everyone

For Alumni

www.facebook.com/AISVienna

www.facebook.com/AISViennaAlumni

www.instagram.com/ais_vienna

www.instagram.com/ais_vienna_alumni/

www.twitter.com/aisvienna

www.twitter.com/AISViennaAlumni

www.youtube.com/aisvienna

www.youtube.com/aisvienna

www.linkedin.com/school/aisvienna/

www.linkedin.com/groups/1137727/profile

20 years at AIS Vienna

We wish them the very best in their future endeavors and look forward to seeing them often:
Once a Knight, always a Knight.
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